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Brought a device? Connect to network LWCCPublic 

(no password). 

No device? Need a keyboard? Just want to play with a 

Surface? Grab a tablet from the cart!

Username: SCLab Password: 12345
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So..what’s the plan? - Intro to Construct 3

- Code-along

- Challenge

- Discuss: next steps
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- It’s a 2D game engine

- Event-based programming;

able to write extensions in 

Javascript

- Previous versions ran only on 

Windows computers; Construct 3 

runs in a web browser on any 
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What is Construct 3?

Images drawn by Eileen using Piskel

- It’s a 2D game engine

- Event-based programming;

able to write extensions in 

Javascript

- Previous versions ran only on 

Windows computers; Construct 3 

runs in a web browser on any 

device

For more details, see Construct 3 FAQs

http://piskelapp.com
https://www.construct.net/make-games/faq
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Let’s get 
started!

(1) Go to construct.net

(1) Click Register

(2) Once you’re signed up/signed in, click 

Try Now

(3) Scroll down, and click Launch 

Construct 3

Look around! Notice, wonder, explore.

No keyboard? Go to 

bit.ly/construct3template and tap 

Download



Is Construct 3 right for me?

Pros

- Free*

- Made for making games - they feel 

“real”

- Huge online community,

including hosting of games

- Projects save to Google 

Drive/OneDrive

- No app to download or software to 

install

Cons

- Free*

- Made for making games - less 

flexible

- More difficult on tablets 

without keyboards

- Requires accounts

- Needs to be started with Wifi

- Possibly blocked 



Code-along

Getting started:

- [New project]

- Choose a name; don’t worry too 

much 

about the rest yet



Code-along

Quick tour:

- Layout tab for 

laying out a 

screen

- Properties bar 

on the left; 

project and 

layers bars on 

the right

- Event sheet

tab for creating 



Code-along

Make a character!

- Double-click/tap OR right-

click/tap and hold then choose 

Insert new object

- Choose sprite and name it

- Click to place it

- Design whatever you like!



Code-along

Make it do stuff:

- Click Player

- Click Behaviors in the 

properties bar

- Add Platform and ScrollTo



Code-along

Add Platforms

- New sprite named Platform, solid 

color

- Add solid behavior

- The grid can help with placement

- Ctrl-click (or command-click) and 

drag to make copies, or tap and 

hold/copy/paste



Code-along

Restarting if you die

- Click Event Sheet

- Add event

- Player > Is outside layout

- Add action

- System > Restart layout

Try it!



Code-along

Adding an enemy

- Create a sprite and design 

whatever you like

- Add event: Player > On Collision 

with > Enemy

- Add action: System > Restart 

layout

- Want it to move? Try the sine

behavior



Code-along

Adding more levels

- Right-click layouts, then add 

layout

- Don’t add event sheet

- Design your new layout by 

dragging in elements from the 

Project Bar - don’t forget to add 

the player!

- Want a background color? In the 

Layers Bar on the right, click 

Layer 0,, then look in the 



Code-along

Getting to the next level

- Create some kind of object to 

transport you: door, portal, etc.

- Add event: Player > On collision 

with > Door

- Add action: System > Go to next 

layout



Code-along

Telling a story

- New layout (add layout only)

- Add text instead of sprites

- Add a button to go to next layout

(Button code: Button > On Clicked 

| System > Go to next layout)



Let’s recap.
So far we’ve seen...

● Layouts let you create screens in 

your game.

● Most objects in games are 

sprites. 

● Behaviors are preset controls you 

can use and customize.

● Other functions can be added by 

creating events on your event 

sheet.
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Challenge time!

Decide on a feature you want to add to your game, then use your resources to 

figure out how to do it.

Resources

- Construct Forums

- Documentation

- Tutorials: Construct 3 and Construct 

2

- Search YouTube

- Templates and/or example projects

Ideas

- Moving platforms

- Animated character

- A way to keep score

- A way to shoot enemies

- A health bar

- Control with WASD instead of the 

arrow keys

https://www.scirra.com/forum/
https://www.construct.net/make-games/manuals/construct-3
https://www.construct.net/tutorials
https://www.scirra.com/tutorials/top
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=construct+3
https://editor.construct.net/


Now what?
Talk to your neighbors and make a plan:

How could you use Construct 3 in your classroom?

What else would you need to learn in order to try it? How will you do 

that?


